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Possessive pronoun worksheet
Protity is a case of grammar rule that is usually violated by most native English speakers. Perhaps more of a concern for you, questions that test your knowledge of the pronoun case often appear on the ACT. Master this rule and you will be one step closer to mastering the ACT English section. There are several pronoun
rules that are tested in English by the ACT. This one is relatively simple and is usually checked less frequently than the ambiguous predecessors or pronouns of the previous agreement. However, if you aspire to this 30 score, you should be prepared if you are faced with a prodling case issue. In this post, I'll do this:
Explain the difference between actors and objects. Give you a clear understanding of the cause of pronouns. Offer strategies to help you answer pronoun questions correctly. Give you practical questions so you can check what you've learned. A quick review: What is a prooun? Provost is a word that takes the place of a
noun. The noun to which the prooun refers is called the preceding one. Some examples of protounations include me, he, she, this, me, him, her, them, us and us. What is the cause of pronoun? The case relates to whether the prooun is used as a subject or object. What is a subject? Simply the subject is a noun that
corresponds to the verb in the sentence. In a sentence in which there is an action, the subject is a noun that makes an action. Here's an example: Dave loves techno music. Dave is the subject because he makes a liking. In a sentence that has a description, usually using the verb form to be, the subject is a noun that is
described. Check out this suggestion: Dave is brilliant. Dave is the subject because he is a man who is brilliant. What is an object? An object is a noun that receives action. An object can be a direct object, an object of a pretext, or an indirect object. This is an example of a sentence. A direct object of the verb in bold: I
opened the door. The direct object is the door, because that's what I opened. Here's a suggestion with the object of the excuse: Chuck was talking to his girlfriend. Chuck's girlfriend is an object because she is the person he spoke to. In addition, the object of the pretext always follows the pretext. In this case, the
girlfriend follows the to pretext. The indirect object is in front of a direct object and indicates to whom or for whom the action is done and who receives the direct object. Here's an example of a proposal with an indirect object bold: the government gave Matt a tax refund. Matt is an indirect object because the government
has given him a refund. He got a direct object. If you are confused by the notion of an indirect object, for pronoun questions, just remember object receives action, directly or indirectly. Subject of pronoun Vs. Object of pronoun If used as a subject, subject, существительное может быть заменено местоимением
предмета. If a noun is used as an object, the noun can be replaced by an object prooun. Here's a list of subject pronouns: SUBJECT PRONOUNS Here's a list of object pronouns that match the subject's pronouns from above: OBJECT PRONOUNS If you understand everything up to this point, you're ready to take on
the pronoun questions in the ACT case. Just like that! The pro-nod case in the ACT English ACT tests whether you should use an object or a pro-ness object. You will be tested on the following items/objects. I am against me it, it is against Her, His We Are So They Vs. Their Let's go through the process of how to decide
whether to use the theme or pronoun of the object in this sentence. Act English Strategy Here are a few examples of suggestions demonstrating how subjects' pronouns can replace objects, and object pronouns can replace objects. Take a look at the following sentence: Nancy offered valuable guidance. Let's replace
Nancy with a pro pro pro prooun. First, we need to determine whether Nancy is a subject or an object. What do you think? Nancy is the subject because she made an offer. She did the action. So we have to replace Nancy with a protean subject and the resulting sentence reads: She offered valuable guidance. You can't
replace Nancy with a prodling object. You can't write: Her offered valuable guidance. This would be an example of a pronoun error. Now we will go through the same process with another example of the sentence: Dave Chappelle gave his autograph to Irene. To replace Irene with a pronoun, we must determine whether
Irene is the subject or object in the sentence. Well, in our example sentence, Irene is an object. Why? She gets what was given by the subject, and she is the object of the excuse to. If we had made the mistake of pronouns when replacing Irene with a pronoun, the sentence would have been read: Dave Chappelle gave
her his autograph. That rule seems relatively simple, doesn't it? Subjects do things. Objects get actions. Well, we know that the ACT likes to complicate the most basic sentences and really test your understanding of the grammar rule. The issues of pronouns are becoming increasingly difficult in offerings with complex
subjects and complex objects. The same rules apply to complex objects and connecting objects to connections simply means that the two nouns are related to the word and. In the sentence with a complex subject, there are two nouns that serve as the subject. There are two objects of the same verb in the sentence with
composite objects. Here's another example of suggestions for you (I love examples!): Taylor Swift and Justin met at Target. Taylor Swift and Justin are These are the people who made the meeting. They did the action. Now, let's replace with a proness. We know that Justin is the subject, so we have to replace Justin with
a prooun of the subject. Because I'm Justin, that would be my suggestion: Taylor Swift and I met at Target. If you wrote this sentence about me, it would be your suggestion: Taylor Swift and he met at Target. This sentence probably sounds embarrassing to you, but it's grammatically correct. Most people used the protoun
of the object and wrote: Taylor Swift and he met at Target. That would be a pronoun error. Remember, always follow the rules of grammar and don't rely on what sounds right. Let's follow the same process with another example of suggestion: Hulk Hogan proposed a red bandana to Mark and Justin. Again, we'll replace
Justin with a pro prooun. In the example above, are Mark and Justin objects or objects? These are objects. They got the action. They were offered a bandana. They also follow the pretext and are the object of the pretext. So we have to replace Justin with a pro birth object. Because I'm Justin, that would be my
suggestion: Hulk Hogan offered a red bandanna to Mark and me. A lot of people think that Mark and I would be the right phrase for this sentence. However, this would be a pronoun error. Remember that I can only be used as a subject and I can only be used as an object. If you had written a previous example about me,
you would have written: Hulk Hogan offered a red bandanna to Mark and him. Because you are replacing an object with a proness, you must use the proness of the object. The ACT tends to use complex objects or objects in matters that test the pronoun case because the correct answer often sounds wrong to us. So is
there a strategy that makes it easier for us to identify pronouns in the case of errors in sentences with complex objects or objects? Absolutely!! He didn't actually offer me his red bandana. ACT English Strategy If you see a complex object/object, strike out another noun and. For complex objects the sentence should be
grammatically correct. Let's try this strategy with a previous example: Hulk Hogan offered a red bandana to Mark and me. This suggestion probably sounds less embarrassing to you. Chances are you'll be able to identify the pronoun error if you saw a sentence that read: Hulk Hogan offered a red bandana to me. If you do
the same with a complex subject, the sentence will be grammatically correct if you also change the verb from plural to singular, because of the subject of the verb agreement. Keep in mind that single and multiple forms of verb may be the same. We will now use the cross-section method of connecting the item to help
determine if there is a pronoun case error. Here's our example of the sentence: He and talked to the cashier. After crossing the noun and and, we stayed with He talked to the cashier. Once we change the verb to singular, it's Sentence: He was talking to the cashier. At this point, you can probably figure out if there is a
bug, but let's follow the rules. In the sentence, is he a subject or an object? It's a topic because he was doing action. So we have to use the proness of the object. After connecting the item's pronoun to the original sentence, it will be the correct version of the example: he and Joe talked to the cashier. Now we will apply
what we learned to the issue from the actual ACT. Real ACT English example So how can we determine if there is a pronoun case error? First, let's use our strategy and strike out her cousin as well. We stayed with her staging. Does that sound right to you? Now let's determine whether it is an object or an object. Well,
its supposed to be the subject, because she's doing the action. She did the production. Then, after we plug the rest of the subject's connection back into the phrase with the proness of the subject, we have her and her cousin set up. The correct answer is C. Who is against whom sometimes, the ACT will also test you on
whether to use someone or who is in the offer. These words are known as relative pronouns. Most people have no idea when and how to use who and who. Fortunately, the rule is pretty simple. The word who is the provost of the object and to whom is the provost of the object. Here's a strategy to make life easier by
answering questions related to who or who. ACT English strategy for the purpose of pronouning the case, who and who functions like her and her (or he and him). The word who is the provost of the object and to whom is the provost of the object. To determine if there is a pronoun error, replace who is on it and who is on
it. If the previous plural, replace who is on them and who is on them. If there is no pronoun error in the original sentence, the resulting phrase should be grammatically correct. Take a look at this suggestion: Justin, who is too absorbed, always refers to himself in his examples of sentences. The sentence says that Justin is
too self-absorbed and who is cheating on Justin. Justin is described as being self-absorbed. If we replace whoever is on it, the phrase will read: He is too absorbed. The word it is being properly used as a subject. Thus, there is no error of pronoun case and who is used correctly. Here's another example: my mother,
whom I admire, graduated from nursing school. In the aforementioned sentence, the position with whom it says that I adore my mother. Because whoever cheats on my mother, let's replace my mother with her. The resulting sentence should be grammatically correct if someone is being used correctly. Replacing my
mother with a prooun, we know: I admire her. This is true because its word is the provost of the object and its gets the action in Here's one final example Who as the object of the pretext: To whom much is given, much is expected. Here the sentence says that much is given to someone. If you replace someone on her,
much is given to her grammatically correctly. If a relative prooun follows to or for, you should always use whom. Truth Now we can take what we have learned and apply these lessons to the actual examples from the ACT. The real example of ACT English is a real example from the ACT English section. Use our strategy
and your knowledge of the pronoun case to answer the following question: So here we have a phrase of friends who have died. Who belongs to friends, what is plural, and who is the pro-ness of the object. So let's replace the friends who are with theirs to determine if the sentence is grammatically correct. They died is
wrong; the pronay should be in a substantive form. They died is correct. They were dying. Therefore, we need to use a subject form of relative pronoun. Answer B, friends who died. Consider another example: in this sentence who refers to Banneker's grandmother and the verb bought. This sentence is made a little more
complicated because the preposition phrase starting with the after separates anyone from the bought. However, this offer suggests that she (Banneker's grandmother) bought the land. However, who is in the object of the case, which is equivalent to it. Her bought land is obviously wrong. The relative proness must be
changed to an item. Answer B. Common ACT English Strategies for Pronoun Case #1: If the pronoun is highlighted, check for error in case of pronoun If you see that pronoun is highlighted, check if there is a pronoun error of the case. #2: Determine whether a produs is used as an object or object, if a prooun makes an
action or is described, is an object. If the proness takes action, it is an object. Use theme pronouns for objects and objects for objects. Also, use a replacement strategy if necessary to determine whether a noun or object is. #3: The same rules apply to complex objects or objects If you see a complex object or object, the
sentence should be grammatically correct if you get rid of one of the nouns and. The offer is still true, so if you see a complex object or object in the ACT, use a cross-out strategy to help determine if there is a pronoun error. For items, also make sure you change the verb from plural to singular. #4: If the pronoun follows
the pretext, the pronouns of the object that follow the prepositions, in particular to, for or between, should be in the object #5: Use a replacement strategy for who vs whom if you're trying to determine who or who should be used, replace who with he or she for special predecessors and who with them for multiple
predecessors. The word to whom should be replaced with the word he or her for special predecessors and them for multiple predecessors. Finish strong! The additional ACT English Practice issue hopefully by this point you will thoroughly understand the pronoun of the case and how to properly answer any question
pronouning the case that may appear on the ACT. I created some realistic practice problems to test you for what you learned. Don't forget to use the general strategies I referenced above. 1. After I woke up yesterday, my parents decided to take my brother and me for breakfast. 2. Despite the objections of her friends,
she and George decided to go to Las Vegas to escape. 3. Christopher Hitchens, who was a prolific writer, ruffled several feathers during his public debates and television appearances. 4. His boss told him that Jane and he would be given a day off tomorrow. Answers: 1. A, 2. C, 3. D, 4. B What's next? Since you're all at
different points in your ACT training, read this article to find out when you should take the ACT. For those of you who are comfortable with ACT English but struggle with reading, learn these strategies for the ACT Reading section. Read our staggering list of high quality ACT English preparatory guides here. Finally, for
those of you who strive for excellence, get advice on how to get a perfect 36 in the ACT. Want to improve your ACT score by 4 points? Check out our best-in-class online ACT training program. We guarantee your money back if you don't improve your ACT score by 4 points or more. Our program is completely online
and it customizes what you are learning to your strengths and weaknesses. If you like this English lesson, you will love our program. Along with more detailed lessons, you'll get thousands of practical challenges organized by individual skills, so you learn most effectively. We will also give you a step-by-step program to
follow, so you will never be confused about what to learn next. Check out our 5-day free trial: trial: possessive pronouns worksheet. possessive pronouns worksheet pdf. possessive pronoun worksheets for class 4. possessive pronouns worksheet with answers. possessive pronoun worksheet for grade 2. possessive
pronoun worksheet grade 1. possessive pronoun worksheet grade 4. possessive pronoun worksheet grade 6
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